Notes on Style

An “expanded transcription” has been utilized. Some changes have been silently made in the interest of clarity. We have retained original punctuation, capitalization, grammar, and paragraph division. Spelling has been corrected when needed for clarity and is noted in a footnote. All dates have been expanded to include month, day, and year. When the year has been noted at the top of the page only the year is added to the entry i.e. May 25, 1925. Where the author has not provided terminal punctuation for a sentence, but the sentence is clearly indicated (for example, the text ends with a gap and is followed by a capitalized letter), we silently supply a period or appropriate terminal punctuation. Hastily written words whose ends dribble off into illegibility are expanded to full correct endings without any editorial comment. Stray markings such as checks and underlines in variant colors have been ignored. Changes in ink and handwriting have been noted in a footnote. Original page breaks have not been retained except when deemed necessary by content, i.e. the completion of a list. Placement of illustrations has been noted within the text.

Other transcription conventions include:

↑added words↓  author’s interlineations and other additions: material added at beginning or endings of lines, words squeezed in between Existing words or words moved by caret

[word or letter]  editorial insertion because of lost material or material omitted by author

[---]  illegible author’s deletion; unless noted one or two words

[Illegible]  indicates word or words that could not be deciphered

[?word]  conjectured words or parts of words

Attachments which include any document, clipping, etc. that were pasted or added to the diary are treated as individual items and numbered in order of occurrence. Generally all spellings, punctuation, capitalization, and abbreviations have been retained. The source, when known, has been indicated. Any changes made have been noted in a footnote. Multiple copies of any document have been transcribed as an original.